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Sunbrain
Good Side

by Sean Cook
interim editor
Sunbrain returns to Edgar's tomorrow
night, in their first Clemson show since the
release of their second Grass Records
album, Good Side.
The album has 11 tracks which represent a slight departure from their last
album, Perfection Lies. While not radically different, the album takes Sunbrain
in a slightly different direction than before.
Most of the 11 tracks expand on the
mold which Sunbrain set with Perfection
Lies. "No Skin," "Liquid Resume," "Sticky

Pages," "Folding Chair," "Way Gone," and
"Good Side" had the usual edge of
Sunbrain's songs: a fast, rhythmic, crashing catharsis of sound. "Recover," the last
track on the album, is a light, acoustic
number, enjoyable for its simplicity.
"Rewind Button" and "Not So Stranger"
seemed , to me, noisy and jumbled. These
were the only tracks, however, which I
didn't like after a few good listens to the
album. But then again, what do I know?
I'm only the schmuck who does reviews
for the paper.
Overall, Good Side is a good album
which finds Sunbrain searching for a new
sound. I'm not sure they find it, but most
of the album is enjoyable nonetheless.
Those expecting Perfection Lies, Part
Two may be disappointed, but those
looking to explore a new sound will take to
the album, even if it takes a few listens to
get there. The lyrics describe a search for
meaning in a world which is sometimes
hard to understand.
Dave Dondero, vocalist for Sunbrain,
granted me a short interview last Sunday
night. He talked about the songs on the
album, the local music scene and being on
a record label.
Dave is one of those quiet guys who sits
back and thinks a lot. He is always softspoken and laid back. I actually met him
when I was a freshman here, back when he
was the drummer for the Fat Stinkin'
Belgian Bastards. The interview took place
in the Time-Out office in the back of Suite
906 of the Union. He sat on the musty

yellow 1960s office couch and we just
talked.
Can you tell me what the title of the
album is all about?
It's about trying to find the good side,
because we've had a lot of bad sides go
down this year. Bad things happened this
year to all three, well, all four of us. We've
had a lot of death that we've experienced
this year, of individuals we were very close
to. We were trying to see a good side and
trying to find it through the music somehow. Kind of like therapeutic, toward that
issue, thatverydifficultissue.Butthatwas
what our intention was,to not be so down,
to find a good side. And the good side also
means heaven. Heaven is the good side.
Can you tell me what the first song,
"No Skin" is about?
No skin, no covers, no clothes-no items
to show what you 're about. What are you
inside? No skin, just the bones, you know?
. . It's about doing what you want, not
using the skin of others. No skin, just
doing what you want. No covers, no drugs.
At this time in the interview, Dondero
told me that he drew a lot ofof inspiration
for the songs on Good Side from the loss
of his girlfriend, Lisa Scott, who died last
October.
Sec SUNBRAIN, page 9
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Iry Sean Cook
interim editor
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Bad Creek Band will play a concert at Charlie T's April 30 to
benefit Henry Harper, a local man paralyzed in an accident.
b;y Sean Cook
interim editor

The Bar Scene:
Rumors
See Page 7

The Bad Creek Band will play a benefit concert for the Henry Harper Fund Saturday,
April 30 at Charlie T's.
'
.
Harper a 23-year-old local man, was injured in a fall last December and, as a result,
is now a quadriplegic. He was not covered under any insurance plan at the t.me of his
injury. All money raised from the concert will help meet Harper's special equipment
needs and help his family pay the huge medical expenses.
The show will run from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. and will feature Southern Rock, beach and
top 40 music The cover charge for the event will be a $3 donation to the Henry Harper
fund Persons who cannot attend the event but still wish to contribute can send checks
to the Henry Harper Fund, 115 Letson Circle, Walhalla, SC 29691. For more
information, call 885-1974 or 638-3077 after 6 p.m.

There has been one major change
for the Connells show at Winthrop's
Sud Flood '94, according to organizer Wayne Foutch. The event is no
longer BYOB.
Authorities in Rock Hill notified
Foutch that BYOB events were not
allowed, so he is making arrangements for beverage trucks instead. If
you are planning to go to the April 30
show, do not bring your coolers to the
American Legion Fairground. They
will not be allowed.
The Unknowns and Carbon Black
are still scheduled to open for the
Connells.
Tickets are still available for the
event. Call (803) 329-5116. Gates open
at 12:30 p.m.and the bands begin at
1:30 p.m.
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track. Overall the album can carry
its own weight, with a balance of
upbeat, guitar rhythm, ("Where
I'll Be," "You Make the Call") and
mellow songs straight from the
heart ("The Bitter End," "Pleasures of the Past"). Keep an eye
out for Steve Ellis as his debut
album, Pleasures From the Past
hits the stores in May and as he
tours East coast college towns
this spring.

tT
Rating System:
***** Excellent
•*•* Pretty Good
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
* Half
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Texas
Ricks Road
•••-&

by Dan Winans
staff critic
Texas. Ever heard of 'em?
They're not bad. Singer Sharleen
Spited sounds, at times, a little
like Sinead O'What's-her-name,
but Spiteri isn't anywhere near as
depressing. There's a decent variety of song types on Ricks Road;
from the 'yes the Gin Blossoms
could have written this' "So Called
Friend" to the slow driven, deliberate "I Want to Go to Heaven."
Texas is managed by some
management group in Glasgow,
and Ricks Road was recorded in
New York and California, and
mixed in London. That has absolutely nothing to do with anything, and it confuses me.
The instrumentation is decent.
They use a Wurlitzer. The music
has a sort of familiar sound to it.
Kinda the same way most country songs sound the same, but
this isn't country. If you try real
hard you can hear what sounds
like influences from Four NonBlondes, Sinead O'What's-hername, Gin Blossoms, and Soul
Asylum, but it's not real likely
that those people had much to do
with Ricks Road.
The lyrics are cool, but they
don't go anywhere. I'm sure they
mean something to someone, but
I don't get it. Many many many
yeh, yeh, yeh's. It manages to not
get annoying, though. I mean it's
not like Sinead Oh, never mind.

J

his studio on his private label,
Prawn Song Records (hidden
away in the folds of Atlantic/
Interscope). Prawn Song records,
according to Claypool (its
proprieter), is devoted to producing records as cheaply as possible. The engineering on Riddles
are Abound Tonight gives that
away. It is a collection of grooving punk-like tunes which sound
like they were recorded in a garage (and when the back hoe fires
up in the last song, you may think
it really was).
Sausage has put out a very fun
album from Claypool's hands. It
has some guitar lines not heard
against Claypool's bass since the
bar days. It includes an older
version of "The Toys Go Winding
Down" that sounds less evil and
more brick-a-brack. Riddles is
every bit as humorous and BASSic
as any of Primus' recordings.
However, this is not another
Primus album. While it is fun and
garage-y, it lacks the professional
sounds that Primus has achieved
in the studio and on the stage. It
desperately calls for Herb
Alexander's masterful drumming
and Ler LaLonde's full-bodied
guitar sound.
Claypool's efforts are worth
applauding, but seem not up to
par with the caliber he has become assoc&ted witfh To produce unheara-of bane& cheaply
and efficiently is a need in the
record industry. Just do not touch
your own material with such a
style of recording when you are
worthy of better.

Steve Ellis
Pleasures of the Past
••■&

b;y Brian Witbeck
staff writer

Sausage
Riddles Are Abound Tonight
•••

fry L. Clator Butler, Jr
staff critic
What's in a name anyway? Les
Claypool, Todd Huth, and Jay
Lane are the focus of a new lowbudget band named Sausage.
They used to tour the Bay Area
under a different name, amassing
a fan base for what would become
the most musically talented yet
diverse alternative band to hit the
scene in the 90s: Primus.
Claypool, who is the only remaining member in Primus, reunited the old troupe to record in

Pleasures of the Past is a very
appropriate title for 23 year-old,
English rocker, Steve Ellis. It
seems Ellis, currently a plumber
by day and musician by night, has
taken all of the virtues of his past
favorites and spun them out on
his own album. Combine influences of Elvis Costello, Paul
Weller (The Jam), and Matt
Johnson (the The); with producer
Joe Jackson; talented musicians,
such as veteran drummer Gary
Burke, a former associate of Bob
Dylan; and a muggy, New Orleans
recording studio. Suddenly you
have the makings of a decent
southern rock album. Perhaps
the only thing that detracts from
the music is Ellis' subtle English
accent. It just doesn't seem to fit
the traditional harmonica on
"Gone to Sea." Sometimes, if
you're not paying attention you
can catch a hint of an Irish ballad,
which is the case on the title

Yothu Yindi
Freedom

••••
by Grant Gongloff
staff critic
Bob Weir of the Grateful
Dead sums up Yothu Yindi
best when he says, "Yothu Yindi
builds what they do on a bed
of timeless, ancient Aboriginal
music and dance. To this they
add their interpretation of
today's popular music. But it's
more than just music. It's more
than just a performance. It's
magic." This band's unique
music from their tribal homelands of Northeast Arnhem
Land in the Northern Territory of Australia gives expression to a people long overlooked. Freedom continues
their quest for world voice.
tothurwY4pdi includes
lamiy Yunupingu, vocals/guitar; Witiyana Marika,
vocals/bilma/dance; Makuma
Yunupingu, yidaki/vocals/
bilma; Stuart Kellaway, bass;
Mangatjay Yunupingu, dance;
Banula Marika, vocals/dance;
Bunimbirr Marika, yidaki; Cal
Williams, guitar; Natalie
Gillespie, vocals; Galarrwuy
Yunupingu, vocals/bilma/clan
leader; Mikayngu Mununggurr,
yidaki; Gurrumul Yunupingu
(The Guru), guitar/vocals/keyboards; and Jodie Cockatoo,
vocals. The list of additional
musicians is almost as long.
Mandawuy Yunupingu attempts to bond Western culture with the ways of his people.
"We always want to have balance with our music between
the Yolngu and other Western
ways so that the two correspond and appreciate one an-

other. We try to create a fusion,
an interface from modern to traditional, from present to past."
The press release describes a
concert: "A typical live concert by
Yothu Yindi begins with a performance by three traditional dancers. Clad in feathers and naga
(loincloths), and covered in the
traditional make-up of their tribe,
they interpret traditional Yolngu
tales through dance movements.
They perform tales of the flight of
the gudurrku (brolga) bird, the
creation of landforms, the behavior of crocodiles, the courtship of
young adults and instances of
magic. As the audience becomes
mesmerized by the dancers, the
musicians of Yothu Yindi take
the stage playing instruments
ranging from electric guitars and
electronic keyboards to the bilma
(ironwood clapsticks) and the
yidaki (along, hollow wind instrument also known as a didgeridu)."
This band originally toured
the United States and Canada in
1988 with Midnight Oil. Since
then they have released two albums, Homeland Movement and
Tribal Voice, and are still enjoying the success of their initial
popularity.
"Treaty," from Tribal Voice,
made the Australian Top 20, was
number one in South Australia in
1991, and went to No. 6 on
Billboard's Hot Dance Music
chart. It also won numerous humanitarian awards in Australia.
The video for "Treaty" won the
1991 MTV Video Music Award
for Best Australian Video, the
Australian Music Award for Most
Popular Video, and was No. 1 on
the CVC's Clubland 20 video airplay club chart. Tribal Voice sold
multi-platinum in Australia earning them billing at the New Music
Seminar in New York City and an
subsequent signing to Hollywood
Records. This album also went to
No. 3 on Billboard's World Music
Albums chart.
Freedom puts Yothu Yindi
back into the forefront of progressive alternative music. Each
song on the album is unique with
interesting blends of thoughtful
music and powerful voice. No two
songs are the same as the listener
is provided with images into the
Aboriginal world. There is an insurance, though, that the white
man does not see too much with
the inclusion of Western ideas
and sounds. The Aboriginal world
and the white world are seen as
two separate places that are not
to be confused with one another.
This album is something which
has to be heard and judged by
each individual because of the
different messages present. I recommend this album as means of
expanding your musical tastes as
well as your personal ideas.

•

The Hatters
Live Thunderchicken

•••#
b;y Grant Gongloff
staff critic
New York City's The Hatters
have released a live album to
coincide with the release of their
studio album The Madcap Adventures of the Avocado Overlord. Live Thunderchicken is a
compilation of "high-powered,
blues influenced brand of rock,
with funk and folk textures thrown
in for good measure."
The emphasis in this band's
music rests heavily on the blues.
Seven of the 10 tracks were recorded at the Wetlands Preserve
in the city and feature extended
funky jams. The other three songs
are bonus studio tracks appearing on both albums.
The band's most notable performance so far was opening for
Blues Traveler on New Year's
Eve at the Paramount Theatre in
New York City. Up to that point
the band had been working the
same club circuit that started The
Spin Doctors as well as Blues
Traveler. They are currently on
tour across the country.
Adam Hirsh, lead vocals and
guitar; Adam Evans, guitar and
vocals; Billy^Jay Stein, keyboards
and vocals; Jon Kaplan, bass guitar; and mbuzukibatswami
Tommy Kaelin, drums and percussion make up The Hatters.
Standout tunes on Live
Thunderchicken include the
funky "Clip On", the psychedelic
soul of "Eaagh, The Jester Cried",
"When I Write My Last Song," a
stirring ballad and "Sip of Your
Wine," which features vocals and
a harmonica solo by John Popper
of Blues Traveler.
I found the album enjoyable
but redundant. Much of what you
hear is good but tends to blend
together when listening to the
entire album at once. One song in
particular, "Buffalo Wings," was
rather strange because there were
, no real lyrics to the song. It had
potential to be funny in a lyrical
sense, but all they sing throughout the song is, "Buffalo wings,
buffalo wings."
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Apparently this is another band
which puts on a stunning performance live, but loses some of that
spunk in the studio. The music is
high-powered blues for sure but I
can't help but wish they would
stick with either high-powered or
blues and not try to combine the
two. These guys take the music
much too seriously to perfect the
laid back, woeful heart impression that blues projects.
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TIMEOUT!
and "Now It's Dark." WSOU, by
the way, is a radio station out of
South Orange, N.J.
This live album is a great addition to Anthrax's gold and platinum repetoire. From their humble
beginnings of Fistful of Metal
and Armed and Dangerous,
through the initial fusion of metal
and rap,/'m The Man, to the kickass band they are now, Anthrax is
the shit.

;

Anthrax
Live: The Island Years
••••

Matter of Time
••••

by Dan Winans
staff critic

by Sandeep Chellapilla
staff critic

You can feel the energy of
Anthrax's live performace as they
dish out'seventy minutes of New
York's heaviest rock. If you're
into metal or rap or punk or
whatever, Anthrax is for you.
Joey Belladonna, Scott Ian, Dan
Spitz, Frank Bello, and Charlie
Betante
rip
through
"(Efilnikufesin) N.F.L.", "A.I.R.",
"Parasite,""Keep It In The Family," "Caught In A Mosh," "Indians," "Antisocial" and "Bring
The Noise" (with Public Enemy)
for fans at Irvine Meadows, CA,
and they blow away WSOU listeners at Electric Lady Studio
with "I Am The Law," "Metal
Thrashing Mad,""In My World,"

What diabolical trait is it which
makes a bully?
A lowlife with a closed mind
and a very intolerant attitude
when meeting a person who is
different/ nonconformist? Yeah,
we have had enough of these
asshole kids who grow up to be
paranoid about things beyond
their pea-brains.
Evidently, Ray Lane, aka Syn,
feels that its the last straw, too which is why he has channeled
his angst and deep melancholia
into a wonderful indy debut album. Syn was born to interracial
parents - a white working class
British mother and black father and true to type, the stupid class/

color conscious hypocritical Brit- and resentment that plagues our
ish society ostracized him to the generation. "All my life I have
fringe-where so many people are been losing a life that was never
forced to remain faceless and mine," Ray says in Take It Backunheard. Lane, the town "whip- a demand for justice for being
ping boy", left the isolated micro- thrown into this world(the same
cosm of bigotry that was Britain, questions asked by Jim Morrison).
at 15, and finally wound up in the Imperceptibly, Syn moves on into
New World. "Id get beaten up positive thoughts of hope, love
pretty regularly", he recalls,"I and freedom as the mood changes
understand fear very well". So do to Led Zeppelin-style rock in
we all, buddy, who have been Matter Of Time. Syn cites musipushed too far by a bunch of cal influences as diverse as Jim
Morrison( the genius who fused
jerks.
A black belt karate expert at MoJo blues, German opera and
14, Lane still could never shake Stan Getz's Bassanova of 1960)
off the utter feeling of rejection to Muddy Waters and Public Enand vulnerability. " I didn't trust emy. Its as well. Co produced by
life or God and I wasn't gonna be keyboardist Jim Goodwin (forhis sucker anymore". So he picked merly of The Call) the music is
up his guitar and the result is a executed with panache by Chilstirring collection which is bound ean-born guitarist Phil Arriagada,
to leave an impact on the listener's bassist Geoff Perry and drummer
Evan Stone. There's nothing
psyche.
The first country strains of Syn-thetic here folks. This album
Love On My Side are an intro- is really wonderful. Its just a
spective paean to a tormented Matter Of time before Syn will hit
heart which has finally found love, the top.
while Bleed is a very personal
testament to individual differences where Lane speaks out for
uniqueness in a parochal world.
The bluesy guitar powerchords
on this one are reminiscent of
Stevie Ray Vaughan's Texas Flood
0f£:
r^ i>
and the vocals have the same
heart-wrenching quality."So this
is what it feels like to be lost in the
blues, beaten and frustrated", goes
the refrairiThe dark, moody feelings of Last Night are a prelude to
Snail
thoughts of Suicide- with the per•••#
fect setting to boot." Conversations drone/Over cocktails we
get stoned/The bluesman sings/ by Michael C. King
Everyone's alone tonight/Feels staff critic
like suicide" The drum beats are
awesome on this one. Hey John
See CD. Buy CD. Hear CD.
is an admonition of Lennon's ide- Swirling guitars and sweeping
alism. It reflects the hurt, anger vocals crunch and glide off the

Snail

inner layer of your skull much
like a flawless skater on a halfpipe.
Hear CD again.
When you take your pinky
finger off the carb for a second to
hit PLAY on your CD player, you
can never go wrong when you're
spinning Snail's self titled fulllength (55 min) debut.
Get ready to ride the smooth,
tubular wave hidden deep inside
the tsunami created by these
dudes from California.
It sounds like I'm talking out
the side of my neck in describing
this band. Of course, what else is
new? But this band is wicked
awesome as background noise,
or full blast, up-front, top of the
CD rack!
This isn't techno, grunge or
thrash, but a head-noddin', spacewave ridin' combination that
fuckin' grooves. "Confessions,"
"Chewing Aspirin," "Hard Lung"
and "Full Acid" will have your
body rhythmically convulsing.
And, man, wait'll you feel your
head spin on "R=Theta," which
seems to actually begin in the
middle of the song before it.
Enough said. I've been spinning this disk on REPEAT mode
ever since I got it. Mark Johnson,
Matt Lynch and Marty Dobson
are the best trio from the west
coast since (dare I say it?) Nirvana, and man their songs make
much more sense.
Instead of squealing about
misery, depression, and loneliness, Snail's lyrics project a much
more social atmosphere with lyrics like "Come on over and let's
get loaded" and "You know that
we're here waiting, Waiting to
get you high."
Check out this disk, it's on Big
Deal records and distributed by
Caroline.

THE CONNELLS
LIVE AT

SUD FLOOD
SATURDAY, APRIL 30

WITH THE UNKNOWNS
AND CARBON BLACK

NEXT TO

SOUTH CAROLINA'S
LARGEST ANNUAL
COLLEGE PARTY!

WINTHROP
UNIVERSITY
ROCK HILL, SC

PLEASE DON'T BRING COBLERS!
S.C. STATE LAW
O
BEVERAGE TRUCKS «
WILL BE AVAILABLE!

TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT MANIFEST

AT PARAMOUNTS CAROWINDS

GATES OPEN AT 12:30
BANDS BEGIN AT 1:30
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Thanks for a wonderful, entertaining year
This is the last issue of TimeOut's initial run as a separate
publication from the Tiger.
We have seen 12 issues come
and go this semester. Some were
pretty good. Others were marginal, at best. But they represented something I hope will last
in our community: an entertainment guide worth reading, about
entertainment worth experiencing.
We've reviewed some of the
best and worst albums currently
on the market, interviewed some
of the most interesting artists we
could find, introduced you to some
new entertainers and kept you
up-to-date with the local entertainment scene.
In the first issue, I wrote about
the local entertainment scene and
why I felt we needed an entertainment guide. To me, the issue was
simple. I thought that local entertainers were doing a job worthy
of recognition.
Though we haven't gotten
around to everyone yet, I hope we
have given readers a better look
at the fresh faces our area has to
offer. If we've turned anyone on
to something new, then we've
accomplished what we set out to
do.

Shut Up & Listen

Sean Cook
interim editor
At times, it has been a hard else can get all hoighty-toity with
job. It is easy for a writer to be you, if that's what you like. Perbiased at times when it comes to sonally, it makes me sick.
One of my favorite writers on
covering entertainment, because
each and every person on the the Time-Out staff is Larry
planet knows what he or she likes Barthelemy. He's no English
scholar. I'll grant that in a heartand dislikes.
It is sometimes hard to be beat. He's really a photographer
completely objective. To tell you here and an engineering major.
the truth, we haven't always tried. But I think his writing is refreshI believe that entertainment is ing for its honesty. When I read
personal. I can't tell you what you something Larry writes, I don't
will like or dislike, but that is think he's loading me full of some
what many reviewers try to do. shit. He's telling me about the
We've tried to admit this as much album in the same way a friend
as possible. Instead of being high would tell you about an album in
and mighty like the guys at Roll- person. And several record coming Stone or Spin, we often say in pany promoters have contacted
our reviews "I liked (blank)" or "I me to tell me they like his rehated (blank)". This is against views, because they are so bullshitjournalism rules, by the way, but free. And besides, if you think you
we don't really care. Someone can do better, you should put

Otis Rush
Ain't Enough Coming In
•••■&

by Sean Cook
interim editor
Otis Rush is probably one of the lesserknown of the living legends of the Blues,
but don't take that to mean he doesn't
have a fojlpwing.
Such-well-known devotees as Buddy
Guy, John Lee Hooker, Robert Cray, Carlos
Santana and Eric Clapton count them-

your money where your mouth is
and come write for Time-Out.
This is a student paper, after all.
It's easy to get involved.
Which brings me to my next
point. Time-Out will return next
semester, with new faces and new
features. It may even move to
Wednesdays. But it will be here,
to provide you with the scoop on
local and national entertainment.
Think about getting involved. It's
easy and you do get paid for the
work you do, even if it barely
amounts to pocket change. And
your participation can only make
it a better entertainment guide.
The involvement of the student
community can only help make it
better.
I would like to thank the entertainment community for their
support as well. From the many
great musical acts (including
Sunbrain, 6 String Drag, Cravin'
Melon, Tillinghast and Goree, Lay
Quiet Awhile, State of Disorder,
Dreamclock, and many, many
more) who have provided our
area with wonderful shows this
semester and to the clubs which
have sponsored them (most notably the Gathering, TD's, the Esso
Club, McP's, Edgar's, Los
Hermanos, Backstreets, Charlie

selves among the throng of blues aficionados who praise the left-handed master.
Otis Rush was born in Mississippi, but
moved to Chicago at the tender age of 14
to play the blues. Billed as "Little Otis," he
made a name for himself in the Chicago
club scene.
In 1956, he was signed to Chicago's
Cobra Records and began cutting singles,
some which later became modern blues
classics, including "I Can't Quit You Baby,"
which was written for Otis by Willie Dixon
and has since been covered by John Mayall's
Blues Breakers and Led Zeppelin.
Ain't Enough Comin' In represents

T's, and Tiger Town Tavern).
I would also like to thank the
following local advertisers for
their constant support of TimeOut: the Gathering, Papa John's
Pizza, Listener's Choice, the Esso
Club, the Brooks Center, TNT
Music, The Newsstand, the Y Theater, the Astro III Theater and
Egg Roll King. They realized that
an entertainment guide like TimeOut could reach over 10,000 po- •
tential customers each week and
that advertising in our paper
would easily pay for itself, compared to advertising in a smaller
guide with a much smaller circu-'
lation.
All these people I've mentioned
have made our inaugural run a
success. I hope more writers, readers and advertisers will find TimeOut to be a worthwhile investment of their time and money
next semester. It has been well
worth my time this semester and
I have been very happy with the
results. See you later.
Peace,
■Cn-irv

Rush's debut on Mercury Records.
It becomes easy to see how artists
such as Clapton mimicked his style
as you progress through the album's
12 tracks. From the starting cry of
his Stratocaster on "Don't Burn
Down the Bridge to the eight minute
swan song "As the Years Go Passing
By," Rush captivates the listener
with his guitar's unique tone and
his voice's spellbinding flux of emotion. Yes, indeed, when it comes to
Otis Rush, there truly Aint'Enough
Comin'In. This one will leave you
wishing for more.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
F>- -2 A

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake.. .make it
a Vivarin night!

Revive with VIVARINf
Use only as directed. Contains caffeine equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.

1993 SmlthKllne Beecham.
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Kootie Starks: Last of the Upstate Bluesmen
walks of Greenville. It was very
common for handicapped men
from the country to do this at
the time, and it was in Greenville that Starks was first introduced to the blues by other
street musicians like Blind Boy
Fuller, Baby Tate, Blind Sammy
Dooley, Peg Leg, who eventually played Broadway, Chilly
Wind, and others, both handicapped and not.
When he was 16, he moved
to Walhalla and played on the
sidewalks. He was arrested
several times for doing so, and
he moved on after a couple of
years. His stops included
Asheville, Charlotte, Memphis,
and a long problem-plagued stay
in Boston where the blues were
not understood by the large
Irish-American population. To
adapt to this new situation, he
had too much pride to return
South, Starks learned to play
Irish and Portuguese songs.
This music worked well, and he
managed to survive.
During the years that he
spent on the road, Starks had
to live in various conditions.
When not living on the streets,

fry Romero Maratea
staff writer
Every so often in the music
world, someone turns over a
"rough stone" to find a finely
polished gem in need of discovery. Well in 1979, Kid Man
Riddle did just that and Kootie
Starks was reborn. Starks is
the last active Piedmont blues
player, and one of the last working blues men from the "old"
blues school. He lives in Greenville and plays around that area
with Kid Man, who is now his
partner.
Kootie Starks was born on a
farm in Abbeville, SC in the
late 1920s. Even though he
was legally blind at birth, he
showed immediate musical talent when he began to play an
empty oil can. He would
squeeze it and beat on it to
create different rhythms and
sounds.
He got his first guitar at the
age of 12, and, since he was
blind and couldn't do much
work around the farm, he left
his family to go play for "nickels and dimes" on the side-

he was boarding in brothels.
He has been stabbed, beaten
up, descriminated against because of the color of his skin
and his lack of sight, and
mugged many times. However, the times weren't all bad
by any means. Kootie Starks has played with many great
blues men over the years and
had a sizable following in New
York, where he would play
with such legends as Bo
Diddley and Muddy Waters. It
was not until 1979 that he
moved back to Greenville, the
same year that he met Kid
Man.
Kid Man Riddle, 35, came
from a musical background.
His father worked in the coal
mines of the Appalachian
Mountains and during his free
time loved to get together with
his friends and play his guitar.
Kid Man began to play the
piano around the age of four
or five, and soon after he began to play guitar. When he
was 12, he began to play with
the blues man John Jackson,
who introduced him to the
Folk Festival Circuit. It was

on the Circuit that Riddle obtained his experience when he
played with the likes of Johnny
Shine, Muddy Waters, Buddy
Guy, Otis Rush, and many others.
When the Circuit came to
Greenville, in 1979, Riddle
learned that Starks lived there,
and immediately went to meet
the now-retired musician. They
kept in touch over the next six
years, played together at irregular intervals, and in 1985
Riddle decided to move to
Greenville. He and Starks have
been playing together ever
since.
"Blues men like Kootie
Starks have had a tremendous
impact on the music of today,"
says Kid Man. "From rock and
roll to country, these men provided the roots of modern music and were given almost no
recognition for their efforts. It
seems that younger people
have forgotten the great contribution that these old men
have made."
According to Riddle, many
of these men were taken to
cities and recorded by "entre-

preneurs," only to be dumped
right back into their hometown
with no credit or payment for
their work. The only recognition they receive is from Europeans, who, Riddle says, study
the blues like a "dad gum science." When these "aficionados" first heard Kootie, they
were ecstatic that there was an
active blues "purist." Most of
the older blues men are either
retired or dead, so they recorded
him and took thousands of photos, only to return to Europe.
One can not help but find it
ironic that the Europeans have
adopted the blues with open
arms while most Americans
know little or nothing about
this incredible music.
As of the date of this article,
there has not been a definite
date set for Kootie Starks and
Kid Man to play in Clemson.
They expressed enthusiasm at
the idea of performing for a
young, energetic crowd, and
should be playing in Clemson in
the near future. So if Clemson
is lucky enough to get these
two, be sure to come and see a
great blues man do his stuff.

Thanks to the
Spring 1994
Time-Out
Staff:
Terrell Johnson
Larry Loew
Josh Kesterson
Amanda McGovern
Erik Martin
L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Chris Sutherland
Jen Floyd
Larry K. Barthelemy IV
Liese Snode
Arnold Edwards
Joe Branton
Rob Brosnan
Michael Duran
Birma Gainor
Caroline Godbey
Grant Gongloff
Jody Horton
Mike King
Chril Moore
Anne Piquette
Tyrone Washington
Maurice Watson
Dan Winans
Brian L. Witbeck
Erin Cooper
Sandeep Chellapilla
Allen Derham
Rob Spurlock
Rob Hedgeworth
Jennifer Bowie
Greg Schmidt
Jennette Bottensek
Sarah Sicherman
Brian Slattery
Elvino Mendonca
Scott Nordegren
Kim Hebert
Igotcha Money
and
Billy Ebner

^ $! to benefit
The Henry Harper Fund
featuring Southern Rock,
L3each and Top 40 Music

Saturday
g>-11 PM . . .

W5 per pereon
cover charge

Henry Harper, a 23 year old local native, was injured
in a fall in December, 1993, and as a result is a quadriplegic.
Henry was not covered under any insurance program at the time of his injury
All money raised from this event will help meet special equipment needs for Henry.
If you are unable to attend this event, but would like to help us help Henry, please.make
your check payable to: The Henry Harper Fund, 115 leteon Circle, Walhalla, SC 29c 91

J
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GATHERS

§7 St
during

•

Seventies Saturdays
relive the polyester era!!!
(18 to 20 year olds welcome with student ID)

April 21st through 27th, 1994
Tonight:

Spring Music Festival

Anagram
Edgar's
Stonehouse

Esso Club

The Gathering

Tinsley Ellis
TD's.

De Collard Proples

DSF Earth Corps
THE GA THE RING 3

K ONIH3H1VO 3H1

•

Backstreets

Tiger Town Tavern

Friday, April 22nd:

HOOTIE & the BLOWFISH
coming May 12th after the Pink Floyd Show!

DSF Earth Corps

Sunbrain

Backstreets

Edgar's

Spring Music Festival

Holly on Methodone

Esso Club

The Gathering

Badcreek
McP's
Centerline

Tinsley Ellis

stonehouse appears tonight at the Gathering.
Sunday, April 24th:

TD's

Richard Tillinghast & Jennifer Goree

Charlie T's

Tfie Gathering

Saturday, April 23rd:

Wednesday, April 27th:

Spring Music Festival

Badcreek

X.N.T.Jakamine Acoustic Shootout Final round

Esso Club

Mc. P's

Los Hermanos

INXS with Material Issue

Paul & Calvin
Whirl's

j.'LTttlejohfiiColiseum

Don't forget Pink Floyd May 12, in Death Valley!!!

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y THEATER

HYSTERICAL.

PLAYING

Lemmon and Matthau make movie magic."

THURSDAY,

*

"A hifariously
raunchy comedy.
Lemmon and
Matthau are
■the funsiest odd
couple in film."

"A delicious
comedy that will
cure your blahs,
and jump-start
your heart."
- Re < Heed. THE NEW YORK OBSERVER

-JMM

"Thoroughly
entertaining!
Romantic, razzledazzle, magic."

FRIDAY,

YttBten. BOSTON HERALD

& SATURDAY

"Loaded with
laughter! A
sheer delight."
H

Ukhatl Mcdvcd. NEW YORK K1ST

«MM.

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

WNCN/NEW YOUt l-NEWS

THE BEST OF ENEMIES

^

WETHINC CAME BETWEEN THjjM
UNTIL SOMETHING
1H»«

^

GRUMPY OLD MEN
PQ-13|qp

$

2.00

A FIFTY YFAR FIGHT

MIDNITE MOVIE FRI & SAT
Mel Brooks'

TBLRZ1NG
SADDLES
U 1
■■^M

ADMISSION ONLY:

From Warner Bros, ftb
A Warner Communication a Company \k0

ONLY

$2

COMING NEXT WEEKEND
'■*■*+ 24 carrot entertainment."

4^

S

THE LOONEY,
LOONEY BUGS
BUNNY MOVIE

•Cfa

p

SUNDAY SPACEBALLS
DOLLAR SHOWS AT 7:00^ 9:15.
ADMISSIONS
MOVIE

APRIL 28-30:

$

•4-

4U&BUNN. .....
' "F L E NG S I OONt V i OONf * L OONE T BJGS BUNNT MOVK
»* Pioduct. HAI GEER P'oouceo m D«clW Oy "*Z FREi f NG

APRIL 29-30:
FRITZ THE CAT
APRIL31:
THE SECRET OF
NIMH
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B movie names group
April 21st through 27th, 1994
Tonight:

The Wildhearts

Spring Music Festival

Anagram
Edgar's
Stonehouse

Esso Club

The Gathering

Tinsley Ellis

De Collard Proples

TD's.

Tiger Town Tavern

DSF Earth Corps
Backstreets

Earth vs. the Wildhearts
•••-&
by Larry Barthelemy IV
interim senior staff
photographer
Have you ever seen a movie
and thought "That would be a
cool name for an album?" Well
that's basically what the
Wildhearts did. They were watching a horror B-movie called Earth
vs. Flying Saucers and thought

Friday, April 22nd:
DSF Earth Corps

Sunbrain

Backstreets

Edgar's

Spring Music Festival
Esso Club
Badcreek
McP's
Centerline

Holly on Methodone
The Gathering
Tinsley Ellis

Stonehouse appears tonight at the Gathering.
Sunday, April 24th:

TD's

Richard Tillinghast & Jennifer Goree

Charlie T's

Trie Gathering

Saturday, April 23rd:

Wednesday, April27th:

Spring Music Festival
Esso Club
Paul & Calvin

that the name was cool. So they
just rearranged it a little to make
it more appropriate. The
Wildhearts combine funny lyrics
with pure rock-n-roll. The album
starts out being a really cool kind
of hard rock/alternative, but as
the album plays on, the music
tends to sound like average, everyday, good ol' rock-n-roll.
The band's first EP, Mondo
Akimbo a Go-Go, made it big in
British clubs. Originally from
England, the Wildhearts were
determined to take over there
home land. Lead singer, Ginger
says, "We actually got it from
hard work, going out and playing
gigs, and getting hardcore fan
base." There double EP, which
was released in November '92
showed that they were working
hard to become a big band. It hit
big in England, like the first, but
there was no world-wide fame. So
the band is hoping that there U.S.
debut will put them high on the
music charts
The first song on the album,

"Greetings from Shitsville" has to
be the best without a doubt. It
sounds more like Metallica than
anything else. You know, ripping
guitars with strong drums, yea
that Metallica. The next song,
"TV Tan," is lighter and has cool
lyrics. And the chorus just makes
the song awesome. The whole
album makes for fun and cool
tunes.
Other songs that appear on
the album are: "Suckerpunch",
"Loveshit" and "My baby is a
Headfuck." Cool names, huh? Like
I said, the lyrics are funny. Ginger stated that, "There were
conditions to join the band, you
must have fun. You must smile.
You must drink. I can't mention
the other ones. And you must be
in it for a love of music, not ego or
a personal selfish thing, too see
your picture in the paper."
If you are down in the dumps
and you run out of toilet paper,
don't fret; everything will be O.K.
if you invest in the fun. Invest in
Earth vs. the Wildhearts.

$ loatmg J|eati theater
Welcome to the last installment
of floating head theater.
Tonight...

E.T. Part II
Phone Home!
Phone Home!

Separated at Birth?

a

Welcome Back, Rotter:
The Broadway Musical

Badcreek

XN.T.JTakamine Acoustic Shootout Final round

Mc. P's

Los Hermanos

Oh, Horshac*
Where's Vinny
Barbarino?

Evan Dando & Billy Ebner

J)

INXS with Material Issue

Whirl's

LTttlejoh?]! Coliseum

Don't forget Pink Floyd May 12, in Death Valley!!!

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y THEATER

HYSTERICAL.

PLAYING

Are you friendly? Creative?
Need a resume builder?
If your answer is yes,
then we need to talk!

Lemmon and Matthau make movie magic."

"A delicious
comedy that will
cure your blahs,
and jump-start
your heart"

~]

- b> Reed. THE NEW YORK OBSERVER

THURSDAY,

• "A hilariously
raunchy comedy.
Lemmon and
Matthau are
•the fimaiest odd
couple in film."

FRIDAY,

- J *mn Vtnlnt. BOSTON HERALD

"Thoroughly
entertaining!
Romantic, razzledazzle, magic."

& SATURDAY

"Loaded with
laughter! A
sheer delight."

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

-f*tUwma,wKnmeviotM.t.

tlkhaci Mcihcd. NEW YORK POST

ot ENEMIES
SOMETHING
THfcM
UNTIL 50Mt
I HlfNVj CAME
tn-it BETWEEN
B.. .
w
THE BEST

I

r

GRUMPY OID MEN
jPG-13| .g>

$

2.00

A HFTV VEAH FIGHT

MIDNITE MOVIE FRI & SAT

COMING NEXT WEEKEND
The greatest of Bugs Bunny."

Mel Brooks'

HCW «M» TOtfS

*BL71ZING
SADDLES
From Warner Bros.
A Warner Communications Company

ADMISSION ONLY:

The Tiger is now taking applications for our
advertising sales and advertising production
staffs for the Summer and Fall. The position
requires 15-20 hours per week around your
class schedule. To apply, see Larry Loew in
Room 906 Union or call 656-1596.

©

ONLY

$2

SUNDAY SPACEBARS
DOLLAR SHOWS AT 7:00«& 9:1
ADMISSIONS |
MOVIE

APRIL 28-30:

" *"*"*■ 24 carrot entertainment."
Hewrot/t atiirntwi

,F

»noits*

THE LOONEY,
LOONEY BUGS
BUNNY MOVIE
APRIL 29-30:
FRITZ THE CAT
APRIL 31:
THE SECRET OF

,,_,
4RjC& BUIW & FflltNEKi <i
'WLENGS LOONEY LOOMFY LOONEY BUGS BUNNY MOVIE
°—■—«• MAI GEER P'oOuceo »mi D-KIM O, FRIZ FnELEMG

• ■■l^'rr-"-1"1'^ O lc'tmm'1,!^

NIMH

Do yourself and your wallet a
favor: apply today!

pre •oun
W*™vv.
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Floyd's Division Bell: promise for Death Valley
chronize it.
The Division Bell is a
fantastic journey through
The Division Bell
sound. Keyboardist Rick
••••■&
Wright has his first writing
credits since the 1975 megahit Wish You Were Here.
fry L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Glorious and dark keystaff critic
boards lie under otherwiseThe swan song of the floating typical blues guitar work,
pig has hit the stores, and we are giving The Division Bell
left with the last of David Gilmour its distinctive Floydian
& Co.'s musical memoirs. The sound - a target missed on
Division Bell hit the stores and Floyd's last, A Momentary
fans swarmed like flies. Many are Lapse of Reason.
Gilmour touches on constill left bloated, attempting to
cepts like bitterness in
digest this monumental work.
It all started on a houseboat songs like "What Do You
two years ago. David Gilmour, Want From Me?" directed
the guitarist and chief songwriter toward the fan who looks
for the post-Waters Floyd, real- for enlightenment over enized that there were so many tertainment. "Take It Back"
other facets of life that he had explores a relationship that
been missing because his lifewas shouldn't be. Rick Wright,
centered around the band. His the quiet one, sings about
love for piloting and auto racing lack of voice in recent alwere taking more precedence,so bums in "Wearing the Inhe decided to finally put Pink side Out."
"Poles Apart" and "High
Floyd to rest.
He gave fans the courtesy of Hopes" cover the sorrow
producing one last album, one surrounding growing apart,
that would capture the sound of perhaps alluding to the bitFloyd through the ages and syn- ter end of friendship be-

Pink Floyd

Elections
for TimeOut Editor,
Assistant
Time-Out
Editor, Art
Director,
Managing
Editor,
Head
Photographer
and Copy
Editor will
be held this
Sunday,
April 24th
at the Tiger
office at
906
University
Union.
Interested
parties
must apply
by 4:00 p.m.
Friday,
April 22.
Call
656-2150.

tween Gilmour and
former bandmate and
songwriter Roger
Waters.
The Division Bell
could fit into any area
of Pink Floyd's musical career. It has
sounds ranging from
the psychedelic classic Atom Heart
Mother to the epic
Animals and everything in between.
Gilmour has created
the vintage Floyd album.
Fans in Clemson already await the greatest show on earth as it
works its way toward
Death Valley. The
music promises to be
fully on par with the
expected fantastic
light show and stagecraft. This truly will
let Pink Floyd retire
on top. Itisjustsadto
say goodbye to such a
revitalized bunch of
groundbreaking musicians.

!

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a Graduation Present
to Help Make it Your Own...
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a lot about
who you are. So why not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going? In other
words, why not say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement —because the 1994 Ford & Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program** gives you your choice of
$400 cash back or a special finance rate* when
you buy a new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants preapproved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance
purchases. You may also defer purchase payments for
120 days in most states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer today and ask about the College Graduate
Purchase Program. (It's a terrific way to show the world
just how smart you really are!)

*Special Finance rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.
*To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and 9/30/94. This program is in
addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your
new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.
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Sunbrain's Dondero: The Time-Out interview

continued from 1

/ know it's a real personal
thing to talk about, but obviously it was a big influence on
this album. . .
Oh, God, yes. This has been
occupying me everyday since it
happened. I mean, many times a
day. It's something that I can't
shake, and that maybe the music
helps me shake. It's true, I mean,
death is a hard thing, you know?
And you've gotta find a good side
through it and find the clarity
about living. You know, make it
clear that we are living, so we
must live and find the most out of
it.
So this album has been therapeutic for you, in some ways?

The last song, "Recover,"
could you tell me about that?
You play guitar on that one
right?
Yeah, that's my song. I play
guitar on it. That song is about
falling in love and not being able
to recover from it. I wrote that
before anything bad happened.
It' kind of ironic how it fit in with
everything, so I decided to record
it. It's about love and it's about
frustration with it-when two
people can't figure themselves
out enough to fall in love completely, how two people can't fall
in love enough.
How is this album different
for you from your last album,
Perfection Lies?

Well, playing live is. I mean,
being with the band. They are my
best friends and my family. You
know, I would say that is my
family-the band. I love those guys,
you know? If it wasn't for them
and all our group of friends. . . I
wouldn't have been able to get
through it.

It's more dynamic. I think it's
a better record, musically. Lyrically, it's more down than the
first one, but I think things are
looking up in the future.

"Sticky pages"-what is that
all about?

"Way Gone" is about being
gone, like dead. Way gone, without a thought, like the time when
you are totally asleep or when
you are lost in the music. There is
no thought in it. That song is
about her again. "She always
played guitar alone/ she was a
wineglass superstar, unknown/
You never say a word /It's the
best thing I've ever heard/Just
play always, way gone always."
Like eyes closed, like when you're
just feeling it so much that you
don't know anything else but that,
you don't think of anything else
but that. It's just the moment. It's
stuff that can't be caught on tape
or anything. It's just something
that you feel. Way gone. Being
dead. At least someday you'll get
there, way gone.

It is all about how magazines
make people into something or
break them down into something.
It's all a business of schmooze.
You can make friends with a critic.
. . and they'll always do a good
review. But if you're at a bar or
something and you don't talk to
the guy, he'll slam you. It's
like,[quoting from the song] "The
magazine that's making you is
the magazine to break you, too",
I guess that I should fake it, too/
all the cash I take from you." It's
kind of a bitter line, but it's what
I was feeling at the time. I was
down on the Atlanta music scene,
how everybody in that big town
just schmoozes to know so-andso and be seen at such-and-such a
bar. It's all kind of unreal.

Let's talk about "Way Gone."
What drove you to write it?
What is that song all about?

you think it has been to deal
through a record company?
They're wonderful people.
They are really into what we do.
They're like friends.They help us
out. It's not a big money
thing.They support the music
and want it to be successful on
the small scale, which is not so
much pressure. They're great.
They help us out. We're really
lucky.
Do you think Clemson has a
good music community?
I think Clemson has a wonderful music community. I think
it is overlooked by a lot of people.
I think the quality here is unlike
anywhere else. I think it's a lot
more down-to-earth. Bands like
6 String Drag, which is one of
the best bands around, Tony
Tidwell Trio,Crux, the Shroud.
God, it goes on. The list goes on.
There's a ton of wonderful musicians around, which I find very
inspiring, like Tony Tidwell,
Kenny Roby, Jerry J. Bryan. I've
been inspired by these people
much more than a lot of music I
have that's recorded. People
think it's not a real band if it's
from around here, that it can't be
a "real" band unless they're from
Chapel Hill or Athens, because
those places have big things going on. I'd rather be away from a
scene like that than caught up in
a certain sound... There's a far
greater diversity in music around
here, but a lot of people don't see
it, because people want to see a
band from Chapel Hill or Athens.
Do you think mat you're
being overlooked by a lot of
people in Clemson?
Do you wish your audience

Larry K. Barthelemy IV/ Interim senior staff photographer

Dave Dondero casts a mean shadow on the tent at
WSBF's benefit concert earlier this month.
we've had a very good draw. A
lot of people come out and genuinely care for us. That makes me
feel good, like I'm doing something okay.

in Clemson was bigger?
No, I don't wish it was bigger
at all. I appreciate an audience
which appreciates us. I don't care
to play for people who aren't
there to see the band. I'd rather
be in the band they come to see.
I don't expect anything from the
crowd. I mean, that is their choice
as individuals. I am satisfied that

Sunbrain will have two guest
bands for the Eagar's show, Locus Solus (a Grass band from
Nashville) and Burning Bush,
from Augusta.

This is the second album
you've had with Crass. How do

0:&
Looks !
/

For reservations and information,

HERS e
CO Mr fr

see your Travel Agent. Or call Valujet at
1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).
hSHFc>-

THURSDAY APRIL 20TH / 7:00PM

>18-130 College Ave. • Clemson, SC

(803) 654-3697

WVM
,—-T T.N.T. /_
> M II S I C^
^>i A. M*-<^
V

•Free Washburn guitar will be given
away at the clinic! Register now
at the store between 10:00am - 7:00pm.
-Guitar specials are good through Apri

Valujef
ATLANTA /' FOSfLAUDERDAIJi IFORT WMiRS
JACKSONVILLE I LOl 'ISVII.I.E I MEMPHIS I NASHVILLE
NEW ORLEANS I ORLANDO I SAVANNAH I TAMPA
WASHINGTON B.C. I WEST'PALM BEACH
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Material Issue involved in upcoming Concert
ting any respect.

popularity?

I think that's beginning to
change a little bit. I'm really happy
about that. We came out at a time
where everything was like
Manchester music and stuff like
that. I was just really saddened by
the fact that there didn't seem to
be any American rock and roll
bands around anymore.

I think that anytime people
are turning up amps and rockin',
it's great. I don't have a problem
with it. I think it definitely kind of
crept into this album. You know,
people are willing to turn the
guitars up and everything.

Really? Why is that?
I don't know. On the other
records, we always thought. . .,
well, I always thought that we
could do things better after they
were done. There was always a
few things that bothered me. But
not on this one. I'm really happy
with it.
Is this your favorite album,
out of the three you've done?
Oh, yeah. By far, by far.

photo courtesy Mercury/Polygram Records

Material Issue: Mike Zelenko, Jim Ellison, Ted Ansani
b;y Sean Cook
interim editor

The tour is going really well.
We are really happy with the
outcome. We thought, initially,
that it was going to be the INXS
show, but it's turned out differently. We're really happy about
that.

Most students already know
that INXS is coming to Clemson,
but may not realize that another
Material Issue is involved.
Chicago's Material Issue will
You 've gotten good responses
be the opening act for the April
from
the crowd?
" 27 concert. The band is touring in
support of Freak City
Amazing responses, amazing
Soundtrack, their third album.
Their two previous albums, 1991'S responses.
International Pop Overthrow and
And how is it working with
1992's Destination Universe,
earned the band critical acclaim, INXS?
as well as spawning the hits
They turned out to be really
"Valerie Loves Me," "Diane" and
nice,
down-to-earth guys, actu"What Girls Want."
Material Issue leadman Jim ally. We were really surprised.
This new album, Freak City
Ellison took time out from the
band's tour to grant Time-Out an Soundtrack... I've been listenexclusive phone interview. He ing to it quite a bit. . .
called last Saturday, from Den(interrupts) Do you like it?
ver, Colorado. Following are some
excerpts from the conversation.
Yes. Yes, I do.
I've been trying to think of
Me, too. I still listen to it quite
some really smart, intelligent
-^questions to ask you, but I think a bit, which is the amazing part. I
I'll just start by asking you how usually don't do that. I just make
records and then never listen to
your tour is going.
them again.

Rumors opens today

Do you think it's picking up?
Yeah.

Now, you have a couple of
guest artists on this album.
We had Rick Nielsen from
Cheap Trick, (one of our heroes)
and our friend Gilby, who replaced Izzy in Guns 'n' Roses.

... You seem to write about a
lot of everyday sorts of things.

Do you think there are more
bands, or do you think more
people are just paying attention to the ones that are here?

Yeah, well, that's what I think
people are listening for. I think if
you start to throw things like
nuclear warfare in peoples' faces.
.. they don't always want to hear
about that, you know. It's a lot
more fun to hit people where they
live. At least, in the letters and
things we get in the mail, a lot of
people like the fact that they are
going through some of the things
we write about. It's nice to touch
people on that level.

People are starting to pay more
attention and there are more
bands doing things on a bigger
level. I think a lot of American
bands had this thing for a long
time .. .We can't sign to a major
label, we need to stay indie and
do this and do that." I think that
everybody finally realized that, as
long as you make the same music,
it really doesn't matter.

Well, you see, he was actually
in this power-pop band called
Candy for years before he joined
Guns 'n' Roses, so his musical
background probably fits more
with what we're doing than what
Guns 'n' Roses are doing. And
he's a really cool person, too.

What kind of music do you
listen to?

No. I think the money is a little
better over in the G'n'R camp.

My current favorite is an album by this group called Mazzy
Starr, which I really like.I'm the
kind of person who, like, finds
one or two albums at a time,
really digs them for a while, and
then puts them away. And that's
my current listening favorite.

Could you tell me what your
favorite song on the album is?

/ notice a lot of your songs
are about women and relationships.
Well, more about relationships,
I think, than women.
Could you tell me what drove
you to write "Going Through
Your Purse." Is that based on
something that happened in real
life?
Yeah. I was at a friend's house,
waiting for her to get ready and
her purse was sitting there in
front of me and it was either go
though her purse or... there was
this 12-string guitar there. I chose
the guitar and I wrote about going through her purse, but I didn't
actually do it.
Oh. OK. Well, I thought that
was very interesting. Most
people would get mad about
that.
Yeah, that's true, but it's one
of those honorary guy laws. Guys
do that, but they never talk about
it.
/ can't remember when I
heard it... I guess it was around
the time of International Pop
Overthrow. . . I read an interview where you were talking
about American Bands not get-

If you were to name any big
influences on you, who would
they be?
It would probably be two
bands, actually: AC/DC and Tom
Petty and the Heartbreakers.
That's an interesting mix,
but I think those are pretty good
myself.
Yeah, well, you know, when I
was a kid, my ears tended to veer
toward radio . I really got into
songs, because I wanted to be a
songwriter. And so I get a lot of
influences from bands that put
out only one or two songs. . . .
What do you think of the
alternative/grunge sound, you
know, and how it has risen to

/ thought that one was interesting.

He's not doing any tour dates
with you, is he?

I think "Going Through Your
Purse," because it's really rocking.
Tickets are still available for
the Littlejohn show.
Eighties alternative sensation
INXS will also be appearing.
For more information, or to
buy a ticket by phone, call the
the box office at 656-2461 or
come by the Info desk in the
Loggia.

Don't
forget
your
exams!!!

take r\d|Jl€lI I and get

ahigiierscore...

NEED MONEY HONEY!
WANTED
WE PAY CASH
Jennette Bottensek/ office manager

Rumors as pictured above Student Bookstore
fry Sean Cook
interim editor

The Bar Scene

Clemson will have another bar downtown this weekend, as Rumors opens its doors this afternoon.
The bar, located at 102-1 Sloan St., will feature a
dance floor area, pool tables, video poker and four draft
beers, according to Michael Siders, manager of the bar.
Carpeting, round-top high tables and padded high
back stools are part of the bar's new look. Siders claims
the bar's atmosphere will be distinctly different than
other bars which have occupied the same location. It
will be cleaner, he says, and more suited for rentals,
because the bar can be separated into two sections, with
a bar in each.
Doors open for the grand opening at 4 p.m. today.

$

$

Chests, bookcases, Desks,
Couches, Shelves, etc....
Elin's Elf
104 Madden Bridge
Central, SC 29630
639-4740
654-6241
Mon.-Sat. 9:00am - 5:30pm

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
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Heres
Something
To Cut
Besides Class
$

Students Save UpTo 75 OnAmericanAMinesTickets.
This certificate is valid for one of the discounts shown below
when you purchase your ticket and travel on American Airlines/
American Eagle in the 48 contiguous states, and when the following
fare and class requirement is met:

GOUAr>

dh

&

%

$

AmericanAirlines
Amerjcan^^

%5
«60
$
75

TICKET DESIGNATOR

A45

SERIAL NUMBER

STUDENT

TICKET DESIGNATOR

STAR FILE

N*/COLLEGE;
OFF any individual student or adult round-trip
excursion fare from $150 to $225.

TICKET DESIGNATOR

A75

FOCUS

F*TKT/COLLEGEA

Passenger
Signature/School _

OFF any individual student or adult round-trip
excursion fare from $226 to $299.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Ticket Number _
Date Of Ticket Issuance
AA Agent Die/Location

OFF any individual student or adult round-trip
excursion fare of $300 or more.

For reservations or instructions, call your Travel Agent or American Airlines at 1-800-237-7981.

Travel Agency Name/IATA#.
Travel Agency Location
EXPIRATION DATE:

AIR TRAVEL MUST BE COMPLETED BYOCTOBER 15,1994.

Ready for a little off-campus activity? Just present the above certificate along with your valid student I.D., and save big on air fare to anywhere
we fly in the 48 contiguous states. Use it for a road trip. Take a summer vacation. Or if you want to, visit your parents. Either way, your certificate
is good for travel between April 18,1994, and October 15,1994. Even better, these discounts apply to round-trip excursion fares and student
fares. It doesn't take an accounting major to appreciate a deal like this. So if you need a break, fly
the airline that's willing to give you one. American Airlines. For reservations and details, icall /\m©MC3n/\lMin©S
your Travel Agent or American at 1-800-237-7981 and refer to STAR File N*/COLLEGEl.
Something special in the air."

Terms and Conditions: All travel must be completed by midnight October 15,1994. This certificate and a valid student I.D. must be presented when a round-trip ticket is purchased.
Redemption is limited to one certificate per passenger per ticket. Airport passenger facilities fees of up to $12 and fuel surcharges, if applicable, are not included in discount and must be
paid at the time the ticket is purchased. A round-trip ticket purchased with this certificate will have an advance purchase requirement. Saturday night stav required. Seats are limited and a
cancellation penalty will apply. No travel will be permitted on the following inclusive blackout dates: May 26, 29, July 2-5,1994. Prior to departure, changes to vour ticket may be made
if you pay a $25 service charge and meet the restrictions applicable to the new fare. A ticket issued against this certificate may not be combined with any other special or promotional
fare offer, "K" fares, discount certificate, coupon, Senior Citizen discount or A*Advantage* award. This certificate is void if sold for cash or other consideration. It is also void if altered,
C
°n utCu eltuC orjtained or used improperly, or where prohibited by law. An open ticket may not be issued and stopovers are not permitted. Travel on a ticket issued under this promotion
will be by the most direct American Airlines or American Eagle routing between the origin and destination, and must be on a routing where American maintains a fare. Unnecessary and
circuitous routing, connecting points, and/or segments are prohibited. Travel is valid as referenced on this certificate to American Airlines/American Eagle destinations in the contiguous
48 states. American Eagle and AAdvantage are registered trademarks of American Airlines, Inc. American Eagle is American's regional airline associate. American Airlines reserves the right
to change the AAdvantage program at any time without notice. NOTE: for additional information about the rules and restrictions of your excursion ticket, call American Airlines at
1-800-237-7981, and refer the representative to STAR File NVCOLLEGE1.
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A Poem to Ponder
Wasted
by
Sean Cook

Cement Mixer

So wasted that I tasted it
Deep inside my head
I sat upon my roof
And thought that I'd be dead.
The moonlight shone upon my eyes
And I watched my life wash by
In swirling circles from the flood
Of beer and liquor in my blood.

1 oz Bailey's Irish Creme
1 oz sweetened lime juice
Mix both ingredients in the mouth and swish tor
several seconds.* Tastes like chocolate!

'Don't forget to swallow.

\

It wasn't thoughts inside my head
That made me do those things, I said,
But liquid thoughts and dreams instead
So wasted that I tasted it.

